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Abstract—The recent COVID-19 pandemic pandemic has highlighted the importance of food safety and supply chain governance. In
other words, we need to ensure traceability along the supply chain, support high-frequency transactions and effective data collections,
etc. Thus, we posit the potential of using lightning network, which is a decentralized traceable paradigm for achieving high-frequency
transactions in blockchain-based systems. In addition, we also utilize edge computing to help facilitate data collection. However, a key
challenge in securing food supplies is determining the optimal global transaction path in lightning network, while achieving efficiency
and meeting the dynamic nature of food supply management. Thus, we propose a blockchain-edge scheme that utilizes our proposed
dynamic programming to produce optimal solutions to selecting global transaction paths. Specifically, our scheme optimizes routing
fees under existing constraints (e.g., transmission cost, computing resource consumption, and lightning network balance). Findings
from our evaluations demonstrate that the utility of our proposed approach in facilitating food safety management.
Index Terms—Blockchain, lightning network, dynamic programming, edge computing, food supply management, optimization
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I NTRODUCTION

The significance of Food Safety Management (FSM) and
food supply chain is self-evident, particularly during the
recent COVID-19 pandemic [1]–[3]. Typically, the FSM consists of a broad range of stakeholders ranging from food
producers to logistical operators to retailers to regulators to
consumers, and so on [4], [5]. One of the challenges in FSM
and food supply chain is the lack of or inefficient administration / coordination, which resulted in information asymmetry for both upstream and downstream providers. This
is, perhaps, unsurprising due to information silos between
the different stakeholders. For example, service providers in
the supply chain generally have their own or use different
datacenters, maintain their own systems that do not share
information with each other, etc. Hence, there is a risk of
data tampering, data provenance, and so on [6]–[8].
Given the recent interest in blockchain [9]–[11], it is
no surprise that blockchain-based FSM systems have also
been explored in the literature [12]–[14]. For example, due
to the decentralized nature of blockchain it has been used
to facilitate data sharing and ensure reliability [15]–[18].
However, a key challenge of blockchain-based (and many
other) systems is to ensure the reliability of the data source.
In addition, FSM systems generally need to support high
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Fig. 1: Architecture of our proposed model.

volume data flow, for example for data gathered from
different sensing nodes and systems, and real-time data
analysis. Existing blockchain-based systems are generally
incapable of supporting such high throughput. For example,
in the Bitcoin network, the average block time is around 10
minutes and about 7 TPS (transaction per second). Clearly,
this is not suitable for deployment in FSM setting [19]. Even
though consortium blockchain does not rely on mining,
which minimizes the consensus time [20]–[22], optimization
on throughput capacity is still needed.
Lightning network is a technology that can be used to
carry out real-time transactions in the off-chain channel
without the need to upload data to the blockchain. The
cross-node transaction paths in lightning network generate
the routing fee, which is proportional to the number of
channels involved in the transaction path and fee rate. Optimizing path selection can effectively reduce the associated
lightning network fees, but establishing transaction chan-
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nels between each pair of nodes is technically challenging
due to the topology radiation [23]. In general, let us assume
that there is a large number of transaction paths passing
through a central node. The balance of lightning network
will be affected when the channel’s capacity fails to meet
the transaction demand. Hence, optimizing path selections
is an alternative method for increasing lightning network
performance for blockchain-based systems.
Hence, in this paper we propose a blockchain-based FSM
system that uses lightning network to meet the exacting
demands (e.g., high efficiency). As shown in Fig. 1, our
proposed FSM optimization blockchain (FSMOB) model
comprises edge sensing network nodes that facilitate both
authorization and data collection. We use RFID chips to
uniquely label the food items in the edge sensing nodes,
which will allow us to collect real-time information of food
states. Thus, this avoids the need to manually input food
state data and reduce the possibility of source data tampering or error. Moreover, each edge sensing node functions
as both the lightning network node and the blockchain network node, which completes real-time transactions over the
lightning network and constructs a consensus between both
ends of the channel. The integrated transaction data will not
be uploaded to the blockchain by the channel established by
nodes until the transaction channel in lightning network is
closed.
To explain our problem formulation, we use simple
paths on weighted directed graph to represent the transaction path and edges on the graph denote channels. We
also propose a dynamic programming algorithm to optimize
path selections in the lightning networks, and the lightning
network routing fees can be optimized under minimal constraints (e.g., transmission cost, computing resource consumption, and lightning network balance). The proposed
problem has been proven to be a NP-hard problem (see
Section 3).
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1)

2)

Design of an edge-blockchain model that uses lightning networks to facilitate high efficiency in FSM.
Specifically, the proposed blockchain system relies
on food state sensing and lightning network transactions, which ensures data trustworthiness and
efficiency.
Design of a dynamic programming algorithm to
solve the lightning network transaction path selection problem (i.e., multi-dimensional optimization
problem). The proposed algorithm optimizes the
lightning network routing fees under the constraints
of transmission cost, computing resource consumption, and lightning network balance, with the aim of
obtaining the optimal transaction path.

The rest of the work is organized in the following order.
We briefly summarize the related literature in Section 2.
Next, Sections 3 and 4 describe the proposed model and
algorithms, respectively. The evaluation setup and findings
are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
work.

2

R ELATED W ORK

As discussed in the preceding section, a number of
blockchain-based FSM and food supply chain systems have
been proposed in the literature [24]–[26]. For example, Lin
et al. [27] proposed to use the Electronic Product Code
Information Services EPCIS and blockchain in the FSM
setting. Specifically, they sought to ensure data traceability
and tamper-resistance. Our work differs from this approach
in the sense that we seek to improve the lightning network technology to achieve higher-level throughput for the
blockchain-based systems.
Salah et al. [28] proposed an approach to effectively
execute business transactions using blockchain and smart
contracts, in the context of tracking and tracing soybeans
throughout the agricultural supply chain. Such an approach
omits the need for trusted centralized authorized agencies
and intermediaries, and the blockchain transaction records
facilitate food traceability. However, the approach does not
consider the low throughput of blockchain-based systems.
The blockchain-based approach of Hua et al. [29] does not
consider the scalability of their proposed blockchain-based
system.
Similar to our work, other researchers have utilized both
blockchain and edge computing [30]–[32]. For example,
Fitwi et al. [33] proposed a lightweight privacy protection
scheme that uses edge monitoring cameras deployed on
the blockchain. The system assumes that the security video
monitoring system does not capture personal or private data
during the monitoring process, which is clearly impractical.
To maximize optimization of blockchain throughput,
a number of researchers introduced solutions that utilize
Internet of Things (IoT) devices [34]–[36]. Unlike most of
these existing approaches, we use the lightning network to
build real-time transaction off-chain channels for achieving
higher-level of blockchain throughput.
There have also been approaches based on lightning
network. For example, Armani et al. [37] proposed a method
combining Bitcoin blockchain with lightning network to
achieve fast and secure transactions. However, their work
does not address optimization of the lightning network. The
approach of [38] focused on optimization and included a
simple cost structure to achieve reasonable short path length
and overall balanced channel capacity. A more recent work
[39] utilizes the deep Q-network (DQN)-based technique for
task migration in mobile edge computing system. Differing
from prior attempts, our approach is designed to obtain
an optimal solution to resource management in lightning
networks in a blockchain-edge FSM system.

3
3.1

P ROPOSED M ODEL
Model Design

The major goal of the model is faithfully and efficiently
recording food transfer process. Fig. 2 illustrates the workflow of the proposed model. As food safety regulatory
department, government issues and verifies the certificate to
participants. The proposed model records the whole process
of food transaction process and food states in food supply
chain for food source traceability. The general process of the
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Fig. 2: Workflow of proposed FSMOB model.
model is divided into following phases, including transaction paths planning, food state sensing, transaction verification, transactions merging, and uploading to blockchain.
3.1.1

are re-planned. In our approach, we consider setting network balance constraint a great improvement of real-time
transaction in many emergency situations, e.g., preventing
pandemic.

Transaction Paths Planning

Due to the introduction of lightning network, the proposed model needs to execute transactions in channels of
lightning network. During the settlement, the total transaction is uploaded to blockchain for recording. We need to
generate a cross nodes transaction path before transaction as
channels cannot directly be established between two nodes.
The transaction sender proposes transaction path planning
request to lightning network; then, lightning network performs the transaction path planning process.
The core of lightning network is to build a point-topoint transaction off-chain channel for intra channel transactions. However, the complexity of large-scale distributed
network inevitably leads to the impossibility of establishing direct transaction channels among all nodes. Therefore,
constructing cross nodes transaction paths by successively
connecting transaction channels is necessary. The path of
cross nodes transaction between two nodes is not unique.
Different paths selection may bring different transaction
performance because the network environment and channel
capacity of each transaction channel are different The path
selection problem is an optimization problem under multidimensional constraints (routing fees, transmission costs,
computing resource consumptions and network balances).
Our approach proposes a dynamic programming algorithm
to deal with the transaction path planning problem. The
model needs to plan transaction path before executing transaction to obtain the global optimal path selection. Specific
solution is given in Section 3.3.
The transaction paths selection scheme aims to obtain
the optimal paths satisfying the constraints. Transmission
cost are considered to be constraints, especially in large-scale
distributed networks, which are embodied in transmission
latency of transaction channel.
We also set the network balance constraint to avoid
redundant transaction paths. When there are overload cross
node transaction path through the central node, cross node
transaction failure may occur, unless the transaction paths

3.1.2

Food State Sensing

Collecting food state and transfer data is necessary
before executing the transaction. Client forms transaction
request and submit the transaction request to lightning
network for processing. Food state sensing collects realtime food state data through sensors and reads food ID in
RFID tags. The food state data are relayed to receiver of
transaction.
The process of the food recorded transaction needs to be
uniquely identified by RFID passive tag. RFID reader reads
RFID tags to obtain unique codes. Sensors automatically obtain the food state of the transaction sender after transaction
paths planning. Food state information collected by sensor
is recorded, (State). Food code is recorded as ID.
Moreover, we suggest that collected food state data be
encrypted before transmiting to lightning network. Signed
and encrypted food codes (E(Sign(ID))) are stored in
the RFID passive tag. The collected data are denoted by
{State, E(Sign(ID))}. RFID reader decrypts E(Sign(ID))
and verifies the signature.
When the ID is verified, E(Sign(State|ID)) will be
transmitted to the lightning network server. The lightning
network server relays E(Sign(State|ID)) to transaction
receiver. The transaction receiver decrypts the message and
verifies whether it has been tampered. In this phase, we use
sensors and RFID reader to read the food state of the food to
be traded and transmit it after encryption to avoid manual
input, which increases the technical cost of tampering with
food state source data and improves the reading rate. Within
the controllable cost range, it provides support for tamperresistant off-chain data.
3.1.3

Transaction Verification

After receiving food state data, the transaction receiver
submits a verification request to blockchain, queries records
of the food in blockchain ledger, and verifies whether the
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food is traded to meet the food safety standard/ requirement. The verification result will be used to make a decision
on whether the transaction is executed.
The transaction receiver constructs the received food
state, {State, ID}, as validation request V . All nodes on
blockchain are readable to blockchain ledger. The participating nodes of blockchain can execute verification contract
in smart contract by submitting the verification request V .
The contract uses ID as a key to read the value in ledger
and compare it with the state in V for assessing whether
food transaction meets the food safety standards. Finally,
the verification result Vr is sent back to transaction receiver.
The validation process of transactions can effectively
implement food management norms. Comparing with traditional methods, it is more effective to reject all transactions
that do not meet food safety standards before implementation. The verification process verifies each transaction, based
on a partially decentralized consortium blockchain, to make
verification process more transparent and credible. Logically
speaking, this pre-transaction validated FSM method cuts
off the circulation of COVID-19 virus carrying food before
virus may be transmitted through food. The management is
more fine-grained.
3.1.4 Transactions Merging
Cross nodes transactions need to execute atomic transactions in each transaction channel in turn. It means that
the cross nodes transaction is completed when all atomic
transactions are completed. After the completion of the
transaction, lightning network will not immediately submit
the transaction to blockchain but continues to wait for other
transactions. Each transaction in channel updates the food
quantity allocation scheme in channel. Finally, in the channel settlement, a combined total transaction is constructed
according to the final allocation scheme of channel prestored food.
The transaction signed by sender is blocked in lightning network and wait for the signature confirmation of
transaction receiver when a transaction is initiated. Signs
and Signr are the signature of sender and receiver of
transaction, respectively. Once the transaction T is signed by
both parties as Signr (Signs (T)), the system updates channel
food balance state Cb to complete a transaction in channel,
according to the transaction. The channel executes multiple
transactions before settlement and each transaction updates
channel food balance state Cb as described above. Cross
nodes transaction needs to update food balance state Cb
in all channels of transaction path. When either party of
the transaction initiates a settlement request, both parties
need to sign and confirm the channel food balance state in
final settlement within a specified time period. After channel
food balance state Cb is signed as Signr (Signs (Cb )), channel
constructs the final balance state into a total transaction and
submits it to blockchain.
Lightning network carries out real-time transactions in
an off-chain channel by merging multiple transactions into
a total transaction and uploading them to blockchain. This
avoids a consensus process for every transaction. In the scenario of FSM, such throughput cannot meet needs of highfrequency food trading. The proposed method of merging
transactions with lightning network can significantly reduce

the trigger frequency of consensus process, which is the
most important factor to improve the throughput of model.
The data security of lightning network is guaranteed by
signature of both parties.
As described in the above workflow, when lightning
network processes transactions in channel, both sides of
transaction need to sign and confirm the each transaction’s
balance update for final channel balance state confirmation. This ensures that the total transaction submitted to
blockchain is the result of consensus made by both parties.
3.1.5

Uploading to Blockchain

The total transaction of channels is submitted by lightning network to blockchain for consensus and finally is
recorded in blockchain ledger. We divide the consensus
mechanism into three steps, namely, endorsement, order,
and confirmation. Endorsement is to simulate the execution
of transaction and sign the simulation results to construct
consensus of the transaction execution results. Ordering is
to make the order of multiple submitted transactions for
consensus. Confirmation is to verify whether the packaged
block meets the consensus result. The committer nodes
update their own ledgers when the confirmation is verified.
Based on our application scenario, there are Certificate
Authority (CA) nodes in FSMOB that are acted by regulators,
and CA nodes provide access permission for blockchain participants. On the premise that the identity of participants is
clear, We assume that the probability of nodes becoming malicious nodes is low. Therefore, based on the consideration
of consensus efficiency of blockchain, we choose partially
decentralized consortium blockchain for deployment.
First, the client node submits the transaction proposal to
endorsement nodes. The endorsement nodes simulate the
transaction according to the transaction information in the
proposal and sign the simulated execution result back to the
client. The simulation execution result is the reading and
writing sets of the ledger state database. Byzantine fault
tolerance requires at least (3f +1) nodes to reach a consensus
when the number of malicious nodes in the blockchain is f .
When the client receives 2f identical endorsement results
(add itself is 2f + 1), it can be considered that a consensus
has been reached on the simulated execution results of
the transaction. The client submits the endorsement result
together with the transaction request to the order nodes
network. After Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)
is applied to complete the four processes of pre-prepare,
prepare, commit and reply, we conclude that all nodes have
reached a consensus on the sequencing of multiple transactions. Finally, the order nodes pack the ordered transactions
into a block and send it to the leader node; the leader node
confirms the consensus result and forwards the block to the
committer nodes. Committer nodes update the transaction
states to its own ledger. Finally, consumers and regulator
submit query requests to ledger in FSMOB through the
client nodes.
The consensus mechanism ensures the consistency of
each committer node. All blockchain participants share all
transaction data recorded in the ledger of food supply chain.
In COVID-19 epidemic situation, the value of epidemic
prevention is to avoid forging food transaction records to
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cheat the management system, resulting in the circulation
of virus carrying wild animals and food in supply chain.
3.2

Problem Formulation

Performance of the transaction path selection scheme is
directly related to lightning network’s efficiency. Distinct
schemes in different applications will result in different routing fees, transmission costs, computing resource consumptions, and network balances. In this paper, the proposed
problem is finding out an optimal global transaction paths
scheme in lightning network. We define the problem entitled
Optimal Fee Transaction Path (OFTP) problem in Def. (1).
Definition 1. Optimal Fee Transaction Path (OFTP) problem: Inputs: the transaction channel set {Chi } (0 ≤ i ≤
n) of all the existing nodes in the lightning network;
establish the set {Pj } (0 ≤ j ≤ m) of all the transaction
paths, establish the matrix P-matrix of all the paths
alternatives, and the variable quintuples of each path
to be selected recorded in the P-matrix (FPj , TPj , CPj ,
RM axPj , RM inPj ), the upper limit of transmission cost
constraint is T c , the upper limit of computing resource
consumption constraint is C c , and the upper limit of
network balance constraint is B c . We define a binary
function p(Pj ). A value of 1 indicates that the transaction
path Pj is selected, and a value of 0 indicates that the
transaction path Pj is not selected. Output: find a transaction paths selection scheme with the lowest routing fee
F . This problem can be described as follows:

F = M in[

X

FPj ].

In the process of generating a sequence of channels to be
selected for a transaction path, we define the s(Chi ) binary
function. If the transaction channel Chi is selected, then the
binary function value s(Chi ) is 1, otherwise 0. The routing
fee of each channel is fChi , the transmission cost is tChi , the
computing resource consumption is cChi , and the residual
capacity of the channel is rChi . FPj is the total routing cost
of transaction path Pj .
X

Fpj =

fChi .

TPj is the total transmission cost of transaction path Pj .
X
Tpj =
tChi .
(6)
s(Chi )=1

CPj is the total computing resource consumption of
transaction path Pj . when the channel is not selected for
transaction path construction, its computing resource consumption is very small and can be ignored.
X

Cpj =

cChi .

RM axPj is the maximum of the residual capacity of each
transaction channels in transaction path Pj , and RM inPj
is the minimum of the residual capacity of each transaction channels in transaction path Pj . M axs(Chi )=1 () and
M ins(Chi )=1 () refer to the maximum and minimum residual capacity of each channel in a transaction path, respectively. From this we can get:
RM axPj = M ax (rChi ).

(8)

RM inPj = M in (rChi ).

(9)

s(Chi )=1

T =

TPj .

(2)

p(Pj )=1

C=

X

s(Chi )=1

CPj .

(3)

p(Pj )=1

B = M ax (RM axPj ) − M in (RM inPj ).
p(Pj )=1

p(Pj )=1

(4)

Find the value of F , under constraint 0 ≤ T ≤ T c , 0 ≤
C ≤ C c , 0 ≤ B ≤ B c .P
In Eq. (1), M in[
Fpj ] refers to the minimum value
p(pj )=1

of routing fee of transaction paths scheme in all transaction
paths schemes. RM axPj and RM inPj refer to the maximum and minimum residual capacity of each channel in a
transaction path. M ax (RM axPj ) refers to the maximum
p(Pj )=1

channel residual capacity of each transaction path after
RM axPj comparison. Similarly, M in (RM inPj ) refers to
p(Pj )=1

the minimum value of the minimum channel residual capacity of each trading path after RM inPj comparison. We use
the difference between the maximum value and the minimum value of the global channel residual capacity to evaluate the network balance. The value of the difference has a
negative relationship with the performance of the network
balance. The network balance requires that our problem
meet the constraint of M ax (RM axPj )− M in (RM inPj ).
p(Pj )=1

(7)

s(Chi )=1

(1)

p(Pj )=1

X

(5)

s(Chi )=1

p(Pj )=1

In conclusion, the OFTP problem can be expressed as
follows:

F = min[

X

X

fChi ].

(10)

p(Pj )=1 s(Chi )=1

X

T =

X

tChi .

(11)

cChi .

(12)

p(Pj )=1 s(Chi )=1

X

C=

X

p(Pj )=1 s(Chi )=1

B = M ax ( M ax (rChi )) − M in ( M in (rChi )).
p(Pj )=1 s(Chi )=1

p(Pj )=1 s(Chi )=1

(13)
Under the constraints of 0 ≤ T ≤ T c , 0 ≤ C ≤ C c ,
0 ≤ B ≤ B c , the transaction paths scheme with the value of
F is obtained.
Theorem 1 and Proof 1 demonstrate the proposed problem is an NP-hard problem.
Theorem 1. ∃ variables fChi , tChi , cChi , rChi and binary
functions p(Pj ), s(Chi ). It is known that the OFTP
problem is defined
as:
P
P
F = min[
fChi ],
p(Pj )=1 s(Chi )=1
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Fig. 3: A motivational example of the Optimal Fee model’s work flow.

T =
C=

P

P

p(PP
j )=1 s(Ch
i )=1
P

tChi ,
cChi ,

p(Pj )=1 s(Chi )=1

B = M ax ( M ax (rChi )) − M in ( M in (rChi )).
p(Pj )=1 s(Chi )=1

p(Pj )=1 s(Chi )=1

The constraints of this problem are 0 ≤ T ≤ T c ,
0 ≤ C ≤ C c and 0 ≤ B ≤ B c . Then this OFTP problem
is a NP-hard problem.
Proof 1. The ∃ variable Nn represents the total number of
nodes in the lightning network. Under the definition of
Theorem 1, the F value of global optimal transaction
path scheme is obtained. If the traversal algorithm is
used, the number of all transaction paths to be selected and Nn ! are in direct proportion, the time complexity of the optimal solution of all transaction path
schemes is O(((Nn )!)!). This problem can be reduced
to a three-dimensional bin-packing (3D-BP) problem.
F is regarded as the minimum value of the goods in
the bin. Constraints T c , C c , B c can be regarded as
the length, width and height of the bin. The selected
transaction path is the loaded goods. We can prove that
OFTP problem can be reduced to three-dimensional binpacking problem, OFTP ≤ 3D-BP. Since the problem is
a NP-hard problem, OFTP problem is also a NP-hard
problem.
3.3

Optimal Fee Model

The input of this model includes the attribute values
of each transaction channel in the lightning network and
the start and end nodes binary-tuple set of all transaction
paths to be established. Transaction channel attributes include routing fee, transmission cost, computing resource
consumption and channel residual capacity. Each binarytuple (start, end) corresponds to a transaction path between
start node and end node to be established. Fig. 3 illustrates
a motivational example of the work flow for our proposed
scheme.
Based on the input, we use a Path Weight Configuration
(PWC) algorithm to search all accessible simple paths from

the start node to the end node of each binary-tuple, and
calculate their corresponding weights quintuple (FPj , TPj ,
CPj , RM axPj , RM inpj ). All the options of the transaction
path to be established corresponding to each binary-tuple
are the quintuple of all the simple paths calculated in the
previous step. All options for the transaction path to be
established form the P-Matrix.
P-Matrix is the input of ptimal Transaction Paths Scheme
(OTPS) algorithm. In this paper, we use the idea of dynamic
programming to deal with the Optional transaction path
schemes in P-matrix. Then OTPS algorithm can get the
global optimal transaction path schemes to be established,
and output the optimal transaction path scheme as S-Matrix.
Because the optimal solution of i path to be established is dp
[i], then the optimal solution of the first i + 1 path to be
established is dp [i + 1] = DP [i] + value [i]. According to the
properties of the optimal substructure, we can construct the
optimal solution from bottom to top. In the end, we can get
the optimal transaction path scheme which makes the fee
minimum and satisfies the constraints.

4

A LGORITHMS

Path Weight Configuration (PWC) algorithm is a transaction path weight calculation algorithm running on lightning network. The main function of PWC algorithm is to
preprocess channel attributes and transaction paths to be
established information before executing Alg. (2), and generates weight quintuple of path to be selected as the input of
Alg. (2). The input of PWC algorithm is the adjacency table
G which stores the topological structure and attributes of
established channel, and the table P which stores (start,end)
pairs of transaction paths to be established. Process each
transaction path to be established in sequence.
First, the next node satisfying the simple path condition
is found in adjacency domain of the starting point, and the
node is added to the path to form a shorter simple path.
Then, the attributes quintuple of the current path is updated,
and the new node is used as the starting point to continue to
find the next node. In this way, new nodes are added until
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Algorithm 1 Path Weight Configuration Algorithm
Require: G, P
Ensure: P-Matrix
1: for i ← 0 to n do
2:
u ← P[i].start, v ← P[i].end
3:
cnt ← 0
4:
function F ind W ay (G, u, v, found)
5:
if u == v then
6:
u ← P[i].start
7:
for j ← 0 to found do
8:
P-Matrix[i].path[cnt].way[j] ← way[j]
9:
f ← f + G.attr[u][way[j]].f
10:
t ← t + G.attr[u][way[j]].t
11:
c ← c + G.attr[u][way[j]].c
12:
if (G.attr[u][way[j]].rc − P[i].volume) >
rcmax then
13:
rcmax ← G.attr[u][way[j]].rc −
P[i].volume)
14:
end if
15:
if (G.attr[u][way[j]].rc − P[i].volume) <
rcmin then
16:
rcmin
← G.attr[u][way[j]].rc −
P[i].volume)
17:
end if
18:
end for
19:
P-Matrix[i].path[cnt].f ← f
20:
P-Matrix[i].path[cnt].t ← t
21:
P-Matrix[i].path[cnt].c ← c
22:
P-Matrix[i].path[cnt].rcmax ← rcmax
23:
P-Matrix[i].path[cnt].rcmin ← rcmin
24:
P-Matrix[i].size ← cnt
25:
cnt++
26:
end if
27:
for w ← G.nodes[u].firstArc; w; w ← w.nextArc
do
28:
if !In the way (G.nodes[w.agjvex].data) then
29:
way[found] ← G.nodes[w.agjvex].data
30:
F ind W ay (G, w.agjvex, v, found +1)
31:
end if
32:
end for
33:
end function
34: end for
35: return P-Matrix

the end of the path is added to the path. After adding the
end, add the final quintuple of path to be established to the
P-matrix. Then it returns to the node of the previous joining
path, and then selects next node in its adjacency domain
to join the path. The Depth First Search (DFS) process is
repeatedly executed in the above recursive manner. Finally,
we can get the algorithm output P-Matrix, which stores all
the optional path attributes quintuples of all the paths to be
selected. We need to set five temporary variables f, t, c, rcmax
and rcmin when updating the attributes quintuple of found
simple path. According to the problem definition in Section
3, f, t, c are updated by accumulating the corresponding
attribute values of channels. The temporary variables rcmax
and rcmin are updated by selecting the maximum and
minimum channel residual capacity on the current path to

assign rcmax and rcmin respectively. The key stages of the
algorithm are as follows.
1)

2)

3)

4)

The next node joining path is found in adjacency
domain of the starting point. The judgment that
satisfies the condition is to judge whether the node
has been added to the path. If a node has been
added, it may form a ring, which does not meet
the requirements of a simple path. Therefore, if the
condition is not satisfied, it returns to the previous
node directly.
Judge whether to join the next node in adjacency
domain of the previous node. If the condition is
satisfied, the node is added to the path and the next
node that can join the path is found in its adjacency
domain. When a node is added to path, five temporary variables that record attributes quintuple of
current simple path need to be updated.
When the end of path is added to path, the value
of temporary variables (final attributes quintuple of
path to be selected) is assigned to P-Matrix.
The above process is repeated to depth first search
for G which stores channel attributes and the channel topology. Get the P-Matrix which holds all attributes of path to be established and output it as
the input of Alg. (2).

The output P-Matrix of Alg. (1) is the input of Alg. (2),
so Alg. (1) is the basis of Alg. (2). Alg. (2) filters all possible
solutions in Algorithm 1 and gets the optimal solution.
OTPS algorithm is a transaction paths selection algorithm running on Lightning network. The optimal solution
is established to obtain the minimum routing fee F under
the constraints of transmission cost Tc , computing resource
consumption Cc and network balance Bc . Therefore, the
input includes all quintuple matrix P-Matrix and constraints
generated by Alg. (1), Tc , Cc , Bc .
First, the algorithm will judge each path three rounds
under possible constraints. The first round is to determine
whether the maximum difference of channel residual capacity on the selected path is less than the network balance
constraint. If it is less than the constraint, the path does
not meet the constraint condition; otherwise, the subsequent
judgment is made. In the second round, judge whether a
better solution can be obtained comparing the first round’s
path. update the dp array and S−M atrix if a better solution
can be obtained. The third round is to judge whether a
better path exists after the group already selected the path.
Update the dp array and S − M atrix if a better path can be
found. The optimal solution can be obtained by circularly
processing all the paths to be selected. Next, we introduce
main phases of OTPS algorithm.
1)

2)

After traversing the candidate path of each path to
be established, quintuples of path attributes stored
in P-Matrix are extracted for each path to be established; the routing fee F transmission cost T and
resource consumption C are recorded; Rcmin and
Rcmax are updated with the current channel minimum remaining capacity and maximum remaining
capacity.
In different constraint ranges, we judge whether
network balance constraint condition is satisfied; the
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Algorithm 2 Optimal Transaction Paths Scheme Algorithm
Require: P-Matrix
Ensure: S-Matrix
1: RCmax ← 0, RCmin ← ∞
2: Set all cells in dp as 0
3: for i ← 0 to n do
4:
for j ← 0 to P-Matrix[i].size do
5:
if P-Matrix[i].path[j].rcmax > RCmax then
6:
Rcmax ← P-Matrix[i].path[j].rcmax
7:
end if
8:
if P-Matrix[i].path[s].rcmin < RCmin then
9:
Rcmin ← P-Matrix[i].path[j].rcmin
10:
end if
11:
F ← P-Matrix[i].path[j].f
12:
T ← P-Matrix[i].path[j].t
13:
C ← P-Matrix[i].path[j].c
14:
B ← RCmax − RCmin
15:
for k ← Tc to 0 do
16:
for s ← Cc to 0 do
17:
if B ≤ Bc then
18:
if dp[i][k - T][s - C] != ∞ then
19:
if dp[i][k][s] > dp[i][k -T][s - C] + F
then
20:
dp[i][k][s] = dp[i][k - T][s - C] +
F
21:
Update j to S-Matrix
22:
end if
23:
end if
24:
if dp[i - 1][k - T][s - C] != ∞ then
25:
if dp[i][k][s] > dp[i - 1][k -T][s - C]
+ F then
26:
dp[i][k][s] = dp[i - 1][k - T][s - C]
+F
27:
Add j to S-Matrix
28:
end if
29:
end if
30:
end if
31:
end for
32:
end for
33:
end for
34: end for
35: return S-Matrix

3)

range of constraints conditions are [0, Tc ], [0, Cc ].
Then, it is determined whether the maximum difference of channel residual capacity on the selected
path Rcmax − Rcmin is less than the network
balance constraint Bc . If Rcmax − Rcmin > Bc ,
the path to be selected does not meet the constraint
condition; otherwise, the subsequent judgment is
made.
The solution satisfying all constraints is judged
twice. The first step is to determine whether a
better solution can be obtained when the group
chooses the path for the first time. If dp[i][k][s] >
dp[i][k − T ][s − c] + F , we can obtain a better
solution to update the dp array and S − M atrix.
The second step is to determine whether the better solution can be obtained by using this path

4)

replacement after the group has selected the path.
If dp[i][k][s] > dp[i − 1][k − T ][s − C] + F , we can
obtain a better solution to update the dp array and
S − M atrix.
Loop through the above processes until all paths
to be selected are processed. Finally, the optimal
solution is obtained.

Theorem 2. Global transaction paths scheme processed by
OTPS algorithm is the optimal solution to obtain the
minimum routing fee under constraints.
Proof 2. Step 1: When there is only one path to be established, the path with the lowest routing fee in PMatrix [0] is the optimal solution. Step 2: Assumes that
S-Matrix [i] is the optimal solution of the first i paths
to be established. S-Matrix [i + 1] consists of paths with
the lowest fee in S-Matrix [i] and P-Matrix [i + 1], and
because paths with the lowest fee in S-Matrix [i] and PMatrix [i + 1] are all the optimal solutions, S-Matrix [i +
1] is the optimal solution of i + 1 paths to be established.
Theorem 2 is proved.
Time complexity analysis: we make a brief analysis
of the time complexity of the algorithm, assuming that
there are n paths to be established, with N nodes in total.
Two dimensional constraints are T c and C c . In order to
calculate the optimal solution, we need to deal with the
path establishment n times. The number of times we need to
calculate is directly proportional to T c and C c for each path
to be established. The number of paths to be selected for
each path to be established is proportional to N 2 . Therefore,
the time complexity is O(N T c C c N 2 ).

5

E VALUATION S ETUP AND F INDINGS

In this section, we will describe our setup and present
our findings (in comparison to other three schemes).
5.1

Experiment Configuration

In our evaluation comparison, we used five groups of
performance analysis with different parameters (see Table
1). In each group, the performance of OTPS algorithm
and other three algorithms were compared under the same
parameter configuration.
The parameter configuration is as follows. We defined
the number of paths to be established as Np , which denotes
the total number of paths to be established by the algorithm.
The constraint value of transmission cost (Tc ) represents the
maximum total transmission cost that the system could tolerate after all paths are established, the computing resource
consumption constraint value (Cc ) denotes the maximum
consumption of computing resources that the system could
carry, and the network balance constraint value (Bc ) represents the maximum difference of channel capacity.
The three other competing approaches used in the evaluations are as follows: the heuristic algorithm method proposed by Stasi and Avallone [40], the Greedy 1 algorithm
(that uses a Less-Goes-First policy to create the path, and the
Greedy 2 algorithm (that uses the quotient of fee divided
by the upper bound of constraints as the target of the
greedy). In the Greedy 2 algorithm, it obtains the greedy
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Groups
Setting1
Setting2
Setting3
Setting4
Setting5

Np
4
7
10
4
7

Tc
40
70
100
40
50

Cc
40
70
100
40
70

Bc
20
20
20
15
20

TABLE 1: Parameters Settings in the Evaluations.

Fig. 5: DF values under setting 2: A comparative summary.

Fig. 4: DF values under setting 1: A comparative summary.

choice process of each path to be established, calculates the
quotient of fee divided by constraints of all the optional
paths, and selects the optional paths with the lowest value.
These processes are carried out to calculate all paths to
be established and form the final paths selection scheme.
We compared the difference between the final output route
fee and the optimal route fee (DF) obtained from all four
approaches. The actual runtime (RT) of each scheme with
the same input processing was then compared.
The experiment was performed on a personal computer (PC) with i5-6400 CPU and 8G memory, and running
Windows 10. We used Python 3.6 to write the simulation
program. First, we generated the input matrix of the test
algorithm and used random numbers to generate the values
of the variables in the input matrix. Next, we inserted as input the same matrix for each comparison algorithm. Finally,
the algorithm path scheme with the corresponding routing
fee value and the actual execution time were produced as
output. We conducted 50 rounds of tests for each set of
parameter configuration.
In our empirical study, we statistically analyzed the
optimal route fee hit rate (HR) and compared the specific HR
value of the four algorithms. In order to comprehensively
evaluate the performance of the four algorithms, we set the
evaluation criteria EC, derived from EC = DF/HR. Our
evaluations focused on the differences between routing and
optimal routing fees. In other words, the higher hit rate of
routing fee, the better the optimization effect (i.e., an optimal
scheme has a lower EC value).
5.2

Findings

From Fig. 4 to Fig. 6, we observed that our approach has
relatively stable performance, when the number of needed
paths (Np ) increases. The findings also demonstrated that

Fig. 6: DF values under setting 3: A comparative summary.
our approach’s DF values are 0 under all settings, so that
the optimal values are obtained at all times. For the other
schemes, the fluctuation range of deviation tends to increase
as Np increases. The degree of deviation from the optimal
value of Greedy 1 algorithm is much lower than that of
Greedy 2. In other words, the results clearly shows that our
approach acheives optimal solutions regardless of the Np
value.
As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 7, Bc values differ under
settings 1 and 4, where other parameters remain consistent.
We found that the deviation of the optimal value of the
Heuristic algorithm increases under a stricter Bc constraint.
The deviation degree of two greedy algorithms slightly
changes.
Results shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 8 suggests that Tc value
reduces from settings 2 to 5. In line with the presentations of
Tc and Cc given in Sections 3 and 4, we concluded that the
impacts of Tc and Cc were similar. In addition, the deviation
degrees of both greedy algorithms significantly increases,
but not the Heuristic algorithm.
From Fig. 9 to Fig. 11, one can observe that the runtime
of each scheme are consistent around a certain value under
the same setting, shown by the smooth waves. Both greedy
algorithms are fast and their runtime could be ignored. Our
approach’s runtime is shorter than that of the Heuristic
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Fig. 7: DF values under setting 4: A comparative summary.

Fig. 9: Runtime comparisons under setting 1.

Fig. 8: DF values under setting 5: A comparative summary.

Fig. 10: Runtime comparisons under setting 2.

algorithm. The execution time increases when Np increases
in all settings. The growth rate of the execution time with the
increase of Np follows the order below. Heuristic  OTPS 
Greedy 1 ≈ Greedy 2.
Fig. 14 shows the optimal values of hit rates in all
settings. When the routing fee output is equal to the optimal
value, the hit time increments by 1. Finally, the ratio of hit
times to the total number of rounds in a group was taken as
the HR value.
Moreover, we compared the impact of Bc on the execution time (RT). As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 12, both greedy
algorithms are not affected by the decrease of Bc . The execution time of Heuristic algorithm is greatly reduced, and the
RT value of our approach also significantly decreases and
the extent of decline is more pronounced in the Heuristic
algorithm. We also evaluated the influence of Tc (equivalent
to Cc ) on RT values. As depicted in Fig. 10 and Fig. 13, both
greedy algorithms are not affected by Tc . The RT values of
Heuristic algorithm and our approach greatly reduce and
the change rate of RT value of OTPS is much greater than
that of the Heuristic algorithm.
As shown in Table 2 and Fig. 14, our approach has a
stable hit rate of 100% but the other schemes decrease with
an increasing Np value under settings 1, 2, and 3. Based on
the HR value comparisons under settings 1 and 4, we found

that the reduction of Bc reduces the hit rate of all schemes,
with the exception of our approach. Next, the decrease of
Tc and Cc results in the decrease of hit rate of heuristic
algorithm, from the HR value comparisons under settings
2 and 5. It was also observed that the hit rates follow a
progressive order of Greedy 2, Greedy 1, Heuristic, and our
approach.
We evaluated the standard EC from EC = DF/HR,
where EC is obtained from dividing the average of DF
values by HR. We observed that a lower-level of the routing
fee deviated from the optimal value is associated with a
higher hit rate and a smaller EC value. Thus, smaller EC
value implies more optimal output – see Fig. 15.
Furthermore, as shown in Table 3 and Fig. 15, as Np
increases, the performance of the three schemes degrades
(EC increases). Based on the comparison results of EC
under settings 1 and 4, a decreasing Bc impacts on the performance on the three schemes. From findings of settings 2
and 5, Tc and Cc have similar impacts. Hence, our approach
outperforms these three schemes.
5.3

Discussion

We observed that our approach outperforms the other
schemes in all given settings, due to the stable optimal
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Fig. 11: Runtime comparisons under setting 3.

Fig. 13: Runtime comparisons under setting 5.

Fig. 12: Runtime comparisons under setting 4.

Fig. 14: HR value comparisons under three settings.

solution outputs. For example, the hit rates are not affected
by parameters settings, and this implies that our approach
consistently optimizes the planning of lightning network
path selections. The findings support our deductions in
Sections 3 and 4.
Our approach has a shorter execution time, as well as
obtaining a stable optimal solution. Especially, the execution
time has a huge advantage in the case of strict constraints,
which would improve the real-time performance of the
model. In other words, the OTPS algorithm has a better
performance compared to the three other approaches in realtime environment (smaller Tc ), more stringent computing
resource constraints (smaller Cc ), and higher network balance requirements (smaller Bc ).
An factor on real-time performance in our proposed
model is the capacity of off-chain transactions in lightning
network. As discussed in prior sections, lightning networks
significantly reduce time latency (shorter time period of
transaction uploads), as off-chain transactions and consensus frequency are merged. In our evaluation, we configured
the time cost of each transaction through consensus mechanism to upload to the blockchain as tB , and transaction
execution time in lightning network channel is denoted as
tL . We assumed that the capacity of channel could execute
n transactions continuously. Let TB represents the total time

consumption when n transactions are not processed through
the lightning network, and TL represents the total time
consumption when n transactions are processed through
the lightning network. Therefore, we arrive at the following
mathematical expressions:

TB = ntB
TL =

n
X
itL + tB
n
n=1

TB = tB
TL =

(n + 1)tL
tB
+
2n
n

Since tB  tL , we arrive at TB  TL . In other words,
the use of lightning network can greatly improve the realtime performance of transactions.

6

C ONCLUSION

The importance of food safety in our society and ensuring sufficient food supply will become more pronounced
as our population increases. Seeking to address limitations
in existing approaches, we proposed a blockchain-based
FSM system that also utilizes edge computing and lightning
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Settings
Setting 1
Setting 2
Setting 3
Setting 4
Setting 5

OTPS
100
100
100
100
100

Greedy1
18
4
6
6
6

Greedy2
6
0
0
2
2

Heuristic
62
54
56
46
34

TABLE 2: HR value of algorithms in different parameters
settings.

Settings
Setting 1
Setting 2
Setting 3
Setting 4
Setting 5
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network. Specifically, our proposed system sends supply
chain transactions through the lightning network channels
off-chain and uploads them to the blockchain for recordkeeping. In addition, we use dynamic programming to optimize transaction path of the lightning network to improve
the performance of the system, which is more practical than
directly using blockchain to record transaction information.
Future research includes implementing a prototype of
our proposed system, within a real-world food supply
ecosystem to evaluate its performance and identify any
potential shortcomings.
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